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FOREWORD
In this 10th Hawkamah Journal we focus on the control environment, particularly
on the board’s role in overseeing the company’s audit and risk functions.
As John Plender notes in the opening article of this Journal, despite of the
issuance of numerous regulations and increased emphasis on risk management
by companies since the late 1990s, risk management and control failures at major
corporations continue to capture headlines. And, as Nik Hasyudeen points out in
his article, the challenges facing boards to effectively oversee numerous complex
risk drivers are becoming ever more daunting in today’s world of significant change
and disruption.
There is a tendency among companies to follow corporate governance regulations in
a formalistic way. This issue of the Hawkamah Journal explores a number of practices
boards should consider adopting, both in form and substance, to strengthen the
control environment in their companies. These include the relationship between
the board and CFO, the role of the audit committee in overseeing non-financial
risk, how boards should view risk management function and the company secretary
in the overall control environment and the impact board composition can have on
risk management.
We are pleased to feature an interview with Alison Carnwath who shares her
insights on the contribution audit committees make to boards and corporate
governance.
H.E. Hamad Buamim
Chairman
Hawkamah Institute for Corporate Governance
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BOARD RISK

John Plender
Senior Editorial Columnist, Financial Times
Since the late 1990s risk management has risen
steadily up the corporate governance agenda. Yet
a sceptical observer of the corporate world might
well ask, to what effect? Catastrophic safety
failures at Tokyo Electric Power Company (Tepco)
after the Fukushima nuclear incident and at BP
with the Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the Gulf
of Mexico; excessive risk taking by banks and the
insurer AIG in the financial crisis; the creation
of millions of fraudulent savings and checking
accounts at Wells Fargo without clients’ consent;
deliberate evasion of carbon emission regulations
at Volkswagen; an embarrassing cyber security
attack on Deloitte, which advises corporate clients
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on cyber security – these are just a handful of the
more high profile examples of value or reputational
damage resulting from poor risk management. So
what is going wrong?
In most jurisdictions in the developed world and
in many emerging market economies companies
legislation and corporate governance codes firmly
ensconce responsibility for risk management in
the boardroom. The UK’s 2006 Companies Act,
for example, requires companies above a certain
size to prepare a strategic report for each financial
year. This must include, amongst other things,
a fair review of the company’s business, and a
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description of the principal risks and uncertainties
facing the company. In the US quoted companies
are required to report extensively in their annual
filing of accounts at the Securities and Exchange
Commission on the critical risks they face. While
the UK and US constitute best practice, the
general thrust is little different around the rest of
the world.
Meantime, a common feature of governance codes
is the assertion that the board is responsible for
determining the nature and extent of the principal
risks the company is taking to achieve its strategic
objectives; likewise that it should maintain sound
risk management and internal control systems.
Directors are generally required to confirm in
the annual report that they have carried out a
robust assessment of the principal risks facing
the company, including those that would threaten
its business model, future performance, solvency
or liquidity. Such risks have to be explained, with
some description of how they are being managed
or mitigated.
The more demanding codes also stipulate that
the board should monitor the company’s risk
management and internal control systems and
carry out an annual review of their effectiveness,
and report on that review in the annual report. The
detailed work on risk management is usually then
carried out by audit and risk committees on which
independent non-executive directors are strongly
represented. All board directors nonetheless
remain collectively responsible for presenting a
fair, balanced and understandable assessment of
the company’s position and prospects, taking into
account the risks being run.
The first area in which many companies fall
short of these requirements relates to reporting.
From the shareholder’s perspective few annual
reports have anything very useful to say about
shortcomings that have been exposed by the
annual review. This is because directors can use
the excuse that to reveal vulnerabilities or failures
of risk management would be prejudicial to the
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company’s interest. More importantly, the level
of risk appetite in a given company may be less
the product of a conscious board decision than
a residual by-product of the business planning
process.
Above all, incentive structures within companies
and capital market pressures from without can
run counter to the demands of judicious risk
management. That was certainly the case before
the financial crisis. All the big investment banks
felt obliged to take on more risk because their
chief executive officers knew that to fall behind
their competitors in the markets for complex
mortgage backed products or leveraged loans
would entail a serious career risk. As Chuck Prince,
CEO of Citigroup, remarked in July, 2007, on the
eve of the credit crunch: “When the music stops,
in terms of liquidity, things will be complicated.
But as long as the music is playing, you’ve got to
get up and dance. We’re still dancing.” This has
been widely misinterpreted as a typical example
of bankers’ stupidity during a credit bubble. But in
reality it was an accurate description of the process
whereby institutional shareholders and analysts
encouraged excessive risk taking. At the same
time any shortfall against earnings expectations
could be brutally penalised by a collapsing share
price and pressure for the CEO’s departure.
At Tepco there were more formal derogations
from good corporate governance practice.
The company’s board was cumbersome and
dysfunctional, with only two external directors
out of a total of 20. There was no board level
risk committee. It was striking, too, that when
the government in 2002 and 2007 accused the
company of false reporting and systematically
concealing nuclear plant safety incidents, including
radiation leakages, there was little attempt to
identify those at fault. The poor response to these
governance failures was exacerbated by regulatory
capture – a deep seated problem in Japan – where
the corporate sector is notoriously cosy with its
regulators.
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In the case of BP in the Gulf of Mexico, by
contrast, distorted incentives were at the heart
of the problem. The corporate culture encouraged
corner cutting on safety in the interests of short
term financial performance. That culture had been
moulded by a charismatic and dominating chief
executive, Lord Browne, who had departed by the
time the catastrophe took place. There was also
a failure on the part of the analytical community.
Over a number of years a succession of health
and safety disclosures pointed to flaws in risk
management. These ranged from explosions at
BP’s Grangemouth refinery in Scotland and at
Texas City, via burst pipelines and gas leaks in
Alaska and Azerbaijan to record fines in the US
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for sundry health and safety violations. Stock
market analysts, fixated on a very narrow financial
definition of corporate performance, failed to
recognise the value destroying potential of nonfinancial risks. Non-executives and shareholders
also failed to pick up the signals and identify the
dangerous nature of the culture. This was despite
the emphasis in the UK corporate governance code
on the need for the board to take responsibility
for an organisation’s culture, especially in relation
to addressing risk.
All this underlines the considerable difficulties
for non-executives in trying to understand what
motivates managers and employees at below
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board level – all the more so when deception
or fraud are involved. At Wells Fargo employees
were concealing the opening of new accounts for
customers. As with many other corporate scandals
and governance failures this was partly the result
of excessive pressure to generate results that
would boost top executives’ performance related
bonuses. While it is too early to be sure who knew
what at Volkswagen over the subversive carbon
emission software, it may well be relevant that the
CEO was desperate to turn VW into the world’s
number one car manufacturer. Those who fixed
the software may have thought they were helping
deliver on this ambitious target.

the resulting potential loss of market share as a
critical risk.

Such omissions have their roots in a principalagent problem whereby the CEO’s interests are
not aligned with those of shareholders. And there
are other behavioural and cultural issues relating
to risk, which arise from poor tone at the top. It
seems intuitively unlikely that a risk committee
or board would identify top executives’ dislike
of being given bad news as a critical threat.
Yet that is often a key component of corporate
value destruction. Executive directors may also
be reluctant to identify the risks inherent in an
internal audit function that lacks effectiveness
The mechanics of risk monitoring can also be because of want of support from the top.
unhelpful, not least because they may involve
work being done in silos. Risk committees are The overarching message is that company law
often captured by finance directors who produce and governance codes are all very well, but
elaborate taxonomies and matrices of risk that incentive structures, agency problems and cultural
ignore many of the kinds of risk that can wreck a considerations can be huge obstacles to effective
company. These attempts to outline critical risks risk management – especially when, as in the
rarely include such threats as the CEO overpaying financial crisis, the capital markets offer short
for a hubristic takeover at the peak of the stock term rewards for excessive risk taking and tough
market cycle, or becoming more obsessed with the penalties for prudent behaviour.
thrill of the chase in the capital markets than with
improving the underlying operating performance
of the business.
When a finance director is driving the risk
committee agenda it is unlikely that the committee
will identify the risk that excessive pay for the
chief executive is undermining the company’s
licence to operate and forfeiting the support of its
institutional investors. Nor will it necessarily worry
about taking on excessive leverage by buying back
shares where such financial engineering boosts
earnings or share related bonuses. Or again, a
finance director’s matrices will rarely identify
the risk that an outgoing chief executive may
want to dress up the figures to add a flourish
to his or her departure. It would be interesting,
too, to know how many of the finance directors
who told academic surveys that their companies
have forgone profitable investment opportunities
to bump up short term earnings had identified
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INTERVIEW WITH ALISON
CARNWATH

Daime Alison Carnwath
Chairman of Landsec
Dame Alison Carnwath is Chairman of Landsec, the UK property company. Among her other
positions she chairs the Audit Committees of BASF, the German chemicals concern, and Zurich
Insurance. A chartered accountant, she enjoyed a distinguished career in investment banking
and corporate finance before developing her career on corporate boards. She talked to Peter
Montagnon about the contribution audit committees make to boards and corporate governance.
How can audit committees make themselves
useful to the board?

Yet there is a lot of complex technology surrounding
the production of reports and financial statements.
Whilst the various jurisdictions round the world
Investors in any company, whether it’s a company have been seeking slowly to harmonise the
owned by one person, or a company owned by a accounting standards behind financial statements,
million people, want to have some reliable record they haven’t been wholly successful. Where they
of profit and loss and cash flow, strategy and have been successful, there is still a great deal
structure.
open to interpretation.
the hawkamah journal
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The audit committee has to devote considerable
time to ensure that it is content with the
preparation of the accounts by the management
and is content that the external audit, where one
is mandated, has been conducted in a satisfactory
manner, and that the shareholders are therefore
receiving financial statements which give as
accurate a view as possible of the current, historic
and, to some extent, the future performance of
the business.

Including the non-financial risks?

Yes. Most decent audit committees would do
that though I think you have to recognise that
different jurisdictions have found different ways
of dealing with this. Some companies have
separate risk committees. They would be the first
people to look at emerging risks, and they may
say: we’ve got this emerging risk called cybersecurity. Then their first port of call is to ask the
audit committee to establish with the internal
But is this purely about financial reporting? auditors what controls have been put in place to
What about non-financial risks like cyber ensure that the systems are not compromised by
something like cyber. Certainly in the businesses
security?
I’ve been involved in in Europe, it has come up
This has to be looked at through the lens of through the audit committee.
internal audit. They normally look at controls
from a risk perspective, and they always tend to However, there are strategic risks associated with
look at emerging risks as well as existing risks. I cyber. That is definitely a board matter - the
think it is in that context that cyber security and strategic risks that cyber might present to boards.
indeed data generally comes on the radar of the That’s where a longer term solution is going to be
audit committee. My way of handling this is to needed.
require the audit committee to ensure that either
the board or the audit committee has what I call At what point do you need a separate risk
a deep dive into a subject which is beginning to committee? My sense is that with some sectors
absorb quite a lot of functional management time. like banks it’s all too much for one committee….
Cyber security would be one which most board or
I think it’s when the complaints from board
audit committees would have looked at.
members has got to a level that you can’t ignore.
Some chairmen of the board would want the audit It’s when they say that they simply can’t sit there
committee to look at it because they can devote for six hours and the agenda is 2,000 pages and
more time. Others would say it’s a board matter. they can’t concentrate. It’s not just the volume.
Some boards, of course, encourage all board The brain has to engage at very different levels on
members to go to audit committees. Therefore all these committees.
board members have been exposed to the material.
The good thing is that these big emerging risks do So if you take risk appetite, or the Own Risk and
get identified. Most decent management teams Solvency Assessments required in the financial
and the chairman of the board would want to sector, that basically involves a management
team presenting how they’re going to submit
ensure that the topic is on the agenda.
these forms or reports to the regulators. They ask
They do often reach the audit committee first board members whether they’ve got commentary,
because audit committees look at emerging risks. whether they think anything’s missed out, and
whether the forms emphasise the right things.
Then you get down to looking at, say, the risks of
a new line of business, that will require the brain
to look at something rather different - how the
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product is devised, the controls around that, the
marketing that’s gone into it, and some regulatory
stuff. And then you’ve got the internal auditors,
and how they’ve tested the controls.

look at future cash flows properly. That depends
on the cycle in the property market. We have to
make a judgement, though we rarely change the
judgement that the valuers have made.

So the brain has to engage on these committees
in different ways in different subjects and I think,
frankly, it’s too difficult to ask people to sit there
for six hours doing all these things. I don’t pay
any cognisance of people who we’ve just got to
get through it. You’ve got to be effective and you
can’t just sit there for six hours in those sorts of
meetings.

Your audit committee report singles out
property valuation and revenue recognition as
the two main issues for you but this must vary
from company to company…

Are people putting too much weight on all
these issues to the point where they ignore the
core task of preparation of the accounts?
I think that’s a very dangerous thing.
Is it happening?
It might be. There are two risks. There is a risk
that people spend too much time thinking about
the current emerging risks and not enough time
thinking enough about the strategic risks. There
is also a danger that people now think that the
accounts department, the financial controller’s
department, the technical ability in accounting
in businesses is such that they should worry less
about the preparation of accounts. But there have
been plenty of examples in recent history where
that is not the case
Of course, accounting involves judgement.
Exactly. It’s immense. You can’t just rely on
technology. At Landsec the most important
number in our accounts is indeed the valuation
of our property portfolio. The valuers look at the
latest transactions and work out whether they
think our income is secure, but we couldn’t run
our business on that basis because it’s not just
a question of the security of the income. It’s
whether the income is going to go up or down
and the valuers don’t opine on that. You’ve got to
the hawkamah journal
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Yes, the number of key risk items varies from
company to company. It’s never more than three
or four actually. Pension is often one - pension
liabilities because people have different views
about the value of the liabilities. Foreign exchange
is another - a combination of hedging and
transactions and volatility of doing business in
certain countries. Then there are quite big macro
items which are usually the key risks. Revenue
recognition and cost of sales are certainly two
as well as adequate disclosure of contingent
liabilities, and whether the lawyers think that by
disclosing them a case is going to get prejudiced.
You need real experts for this.
You need experienced people. You obviously have
a couple of experts in the room because you’ve
got the finance director who is answering the
questions and because you’ve got the chairman of
the audit committee who is almost always a chief
financial officer or a former chief financial officer
or a former partner in a firm of accountants. You’ve
almost always got that in unitary boards, but you
need people who have seen these things before.
They might, like me, have just been around long
enough to have seen some very troubled episodes
or there might be people who have seen audit
committees that are just too high level or audit
committees that are just too forensic. If an audit
committee is too forensic, you stand a chance of
missing the big picture and, perhaps just as bad,
of frightening the management into not being as
open as they should be.
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But someone who is not a financial expert can What you haven’t mentioned is independence,
be fobbed off with sophisticated technical although these are the qualities of
answers.
independence.
They can but that’s where the chairman comes
in asking the questioner who’s been fobbed off
whether he feels entirely satisfied with the answer
that he’s got. Or – and this is what I would do
– by extending the question a little more saying
that’s a very good point and then someone with
a bit more technical experience can get stuck in.
The psychology of this is all very interesting. The
psychology of how you get the most out of all
these experts in the room is very interesting.
You also need to bring in some people who’ve
never sat on an audit committee before so they
can learn, and develop some role models. You also
need to vary the management that comes into
these meetings or you get a standing committee
of about 40 people. You don’t really need a lot of
the technical people. You don’t really want to end
up with a highly technical debate.
So what sort of new people do you want?

Yes they are, I think they are the qualities
of independence. They probably are most
appropriate on the audit committee. On a board,
strategic capabilities, industry capabilities may
be as important if not more important than
independence. I’m not a great fan of the UK’s six
year rule, cum possibly nine-year rule, but I do
change the composition of the audit committee
every now and again.
Is that where it could get a bit too cosy?
A bit. Particularly if you’ve had the same finance
director for a long time and the same head of
internal audit. It’s good to have people with a
fresh pair of eyes preparing the stuff as well as
reviewing it.
You talked about internal audit quite a lot.
What sort of relationship does internal audit
need to have with the committee?

Curious people. People who can ask without shame
what might appear to be a dumb question. Even
people who want to learn so the management
might think they’re teaching them but actually
they’re telling them things rather than teaching
them.

People running internal audit departments these
days in most western jurisdictions report to the
chairman of the audit committee and they have
an administrative or some sort of functional line
into the senior management. It might be the chief
financial officer, it might be the chief risk office,
or it might be the CEO. It varies by jurisdiction,
The ability to ask the ignorant question doesn’t but they are often the backbone of an audit
last, does it?
committee.
No, but you can gain some sort of reputation as
somebody who might come in left of field. So the
management would be wary of that. Willingness
to challenge, curiosity, unpredictable. An audit
committee can be a very predictable event if it’s
just a series of presentations with people asking
the odd questions and nodding. A little bit of
unpredictability is no bad thing.
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Trust is important isn’t it?
Very important. They are the people I talk to most
outside of the finance director when I’m chairing
an audit committee. It will be the internal auditor
and the finance director.
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That means reaching the stage where they’re in terms of the production of our financial
using judgement and the judgement is trusted. statements, because that is what the investors
are looking for.
It takes time to build that trust. It’s going to take
at least twelve to 18 months to build and then And some of the material ought to be a full
it can be valuable. It’s valuable where the head board matter.
of internal audit isn’t simply trusting the audit
committee to handle this snippet of information. Some of it can be. But how does a board discuss
It’s also where the head of internal audit provides regulatory risks? Would your average board be
some value as well to the executive management. interested in discussing data protection?
It’s fine to point out errors in controls and write a
report that says “needs improvement” and setting Some companies in the Gulf are very large but
a timeline with management for dealing with it. not listed. Do you need to do all of this in the
Actually what the management wants to know same way if you’re not listed.
is: what was the root cause of this problem? Not
just that these controls were not adhered to, but Not necessarily in the same way.
were these the wrong controls? And can you think
of a way in which the business can operate more Another way of looking at it is to ask what any
effectively?
external source might want to do in terms of due
diligence on us, if we were going to be bought or if
But the value to the audit committee is that we were going to raise some more money or if we
internal auditors know where things are not were negotiating with an overseas supplier. What
working.
is the sort of due diligence that people might
do? If you’ve got a committee that looks at the
They’ll know where the wheels are falling off, yes. business through those eyes.
They’ll know that from general chit-chat. At the
coffee machine sort of stuff.
So it’s how others might see us.
So audit committees have an enormous task - Yes that would be a way of demonstrating to
preparing the accounts, the landscape for risk, private companies that there is value of having an
internal audit and so on.
audit committee.
I haven’t even got on to compliance. At the end of
the day that is a line of defence in most countries.
So compliance with regulations matters.
Are we asking too much of one committee to
do all this?
It depends how slick it is, how well it’s chaired. How
good the papers are. How open the discussion
is. It depends. We might be asking too much.
When I try to find my compass on this, I say to
myself whenever something comes up on audit
committee papers which I hadn’t expected, I ask
if this is something that is absolutely important
the hawkamah journal
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RISK AND AUDIT IN THE AGE OF
VULNERABILITY

Nik Hasyudeen
Non-Executive Director
Nik Mohd Hasyudeen Yusoff is an independent non-executive director of Bank Islam Malaysia
Berhad, an independent director of Cagamas Holdings Berhad and a member of the Corporate
Debt Restructuring Committee set up by Bank Negara Malaysia. Nik was the Executive Director
in charge of Market and Corporate Supervision at the Securities Commission Malaysia and the
former executive Chairman of the Audit Oversight Board.
We are in the VUCA world

should be an activity which boards and senior
management must be familiar and comfortable
If we accept that profit is the reward for risk with.
taking, all companies have to deal with risks in
creating value for their customers, investors The strategic options chosen by enterprises
and other stakeholders. This means that picking shape their risk profiles, which would also be
and choosing risks which correspond to the influenced by their chosen markets and operating
risk appetites set by boards, who are ultimately environment. In the past few years, VUCA, which
responsible for the governance of enterprises, stands for Vulnerability, Uncertainty, Complexity
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and Ambiguity, has become synonymous with
the state of the global business environment.
Geopolitical events, natural disasters, market
collapses and disruptions brought by technological
advancements have made the world less certain
and predictable, and thereby lifting the overall risk
barometer.

market segment. This may require some controls
to be put in place to address the identified
risks but those controls should not result in
unnecessary costs or in setting up of non-valueadding processes which could slow down decision
making and time to market.
The audit function, another layer of defence
mechanism in modern enterprise management,
focuses on the assessment of effectiveness of the
whole risk-taking and risk management processes
and whether controls are working as planned. The
assessments made by internal auditors would
help audit and other relevant committees to
perform their roles effectively. Internal auditors
are now even expected to be able to add value at
the strategic level by framing their views beyond
the pass or fail approach. If internal auditors are
able to meet this expectation, discussions in audit
committee meetings would be more valuable.

Regulators have responded to this new
environment by issuing tighter regulations which
has led to compliance risks becoming key risks for
companies, particularly for financial institutions
and market intermediaries. Populist movements
in America, Europe and many other countries
against established political philosophies have
also reshaped many governments and global
policies. The election of President Trump
in 2016, for example, has resulted in policy
reversals by the United States in areas such as
climate change and global trade which have
in one way or another affected the strategies
of many global businesses which developed While external auditing would normally focus on
strategies based on pre-Trump policies. the auditors’ opinion on whether the financial
statements are true and fair, external auditors are
Risk management and effective audit becoming a great source of information and insights to audit
committees and even the full board. They should
more important
be able to share their observations on the state of
The increased level of uncertainties means that play of industries, emerging risks, best practices
boards and management have to continuously and above all, on the quality of management in
understand the shifting business landscapes, dealing with matters which the auditors deem to
assess and manage risks effectively and capture be critical. Make the most out of private sessions
opportunities faster before their competitors do. with external auditors by asking them difficult
questions and observing their responses. Even
Such expectations have created demand for their silence could give you an idea of what they
companies to enhance their risk management and have in their minds.
audit functions in order for them to continue to
create and capture value in the VUCA environment This is the reason why audit committees must
while remain as sustainable enterprises on the develop robust criteria for selecting external
auditors. Who are the engagement partners,
long run. Why?
their background, their involvement in the whole
It is important that the risk management function audit, the audit team and their credentials and
of an enterprise is not only able to detect emerging the value which the audit firm could bring to your
risks but can work with management to find ways enterprises beyond their opinion on your financial
where those risks could be mitigated within the statements. In considering fees for the auditor,
risk-appetite of the board and the enterprise could please bear in mind the consequences of a bad
proceed to venture into opportunities within that audit to your enterprise and yourself as a director.
the hawkamah journal
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What will make things work?

be more efficient but they could add more value
to their work which would eventually enhance the
quality of risk management and governance at the
enterprise level. There would always be conflicting
demand for budget and the natural bias towards
value creating and money making activities should
not be underestimated. This is where the board
or relevant board committees could step in to
ensure investment decisions are made from the
enterprise perspective, balancing between profits
and risks and to enable risk management and
audit to function effectively.

It is critical to have people in risk management
and audit who have competencies and experience
to deal with VUCA. While risks or failures of
control would be more visible at the tactical and
operational levels, strategic failures would be
more catastrophic to enterprises. They should
understand strategic issues and be able to connect
them to emerging trends and form views on their
impacts. The challenge has always been to find,
recruit and retain such individuals as many other
organisations would be trying to entice them as
well. One way of addressing this is to have good Amongst the inherent risk in developing
talent development programs and succession strategies, assessing and managing risks as well
planning.
as assessing effectiveness of controls are the
reliability of assumptions and judgments which
Boards should also enquire whether management form their foundation and the quality of data and
has allocated enough resources for risk information used in the whole exercise. In some
management and internal audit to function cases, these factors seemed to be overlooked
effectively. In this day and age, investment in with severe consequences when the risks around
technological tools would not only help them to them eventually crystallized. Management should
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ensure the integrity of data and information used
in their planning and decision making processes. All
assumptions underpinning strategies and models
used should be tested to ensure their reliability.
On the other hand, professional skepticism must
always be applied when dealing with strategic
issues. This is not to suggest that all premises of
decisions must be challenged but key elements
of those decisions, especially assumptions and
models, must be robustly scrutinized by all the
parties who have to deal with those decisions.
For all the functions above to work properly, a
culture of trust and openness is very crucial.
People should be allowed to share their opinions,
views and perspective without subsequent
repercussions. Knowledgeable and experienced
people should be able to externalize their tacit
knowledge which is only possible through
interactions. Without such trust and openness,
the real value of having these check and balance
mechanisms would not be realized in full. Hence,
such culture must be shaped by the board in its
deliberations and when dealing with management
and other parties. This will be closely watched by
the rest of the enterprise and it will eventually
shape the culture of the whole organisation.
Culture, the new mystery

The above development should not be overlooked
by the risk and audit functions of organisations.
The nexus between culture and risk has to be
understood, assessed and managed. If the risk is
material, internal audit should have their eyes on
the issue of culture as well. Do we really have a
good understanding of our organisational culture,
its impact on our organisations and how to
influence culture so that it becomes our pillar of
strength? This is a mystery which will be the focal
point of regulators until they are comfortable
that enterprises are managing human behavior
properly and would not pose a threat to the
stability to the market.
Closing
Vulnerability, Uncertainty, Complexity and
Ambiguity are realities which enterprises have
to deal with in continuing as sustainable value
creation vehicles for many stakeholders. Such
realities require risks to be managed with more
understanding while allowing enterprises to be
innovative and nimble. While technology would
enable better oversight, the influence of culture
should not be underestimated. Risk management
and audit functions have to step up, remain
relevant and be counted.

Since the aftermath of the 2008 global financial
crisis, one of the areas which has become the focus
of regulators worldwide is organisational culture.
This includes the consequences of remuneration
to risk-taking, especially by executives and traders
of financial market players.
This is not an easy topic to be dealt with but it
has been demonstrated that culture influenced
risk profiles of organisations as “the way things
are done here” had higher influence over values
statements hanged on the walls of those
organisations. In addition to imposing hefty fines,
some regulators have revised their governance
expectations and started reviewing culture of
institutions under their supervisions.
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BOARD AND CFO RELATIONSHIP IN THE
OVERALL CONTROL ENVIRONMENT

Roland Sfeir
CFO, Board Member
Most people believe that an internal auditor’s
function is the most important tool available to
the board of directors in the control environment.
In reality, it is often the chief financial officer’s
continuous presence and proactive stance that
shapes the control environment in a company.
The CFO’s important role is sometimes either
forgotten or, more commonly, under-utilized.
Often, we see the CFO role folded under the
management team, particularly, under the chief
executive officer. There is indeed a lot of merit
in so doing. Most notably, to preserve the CEO’s
full responsibility and accountability for the
performance of the company.
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When reflecting on the control environment in
companies, there is one universally accepted
conclusion. There is no “one-size-fits-all” approach
to the application of controls. Despite the tried and
tested best practice procedures, which are often
used to draft common policies and processes,
every company remains, in varying degrees,
unique. The primary reason for this variation, is
that the control environment is intimately linked
to the culture of the company. The DNA of a
company is its culture, it defines its uniqueness
and shapes its competitive advantage, hence its
success. From this perspective, controls become
a strategic tool in the arsenal of a company and
an enabler to out-perform its competitors. As
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competition is increasingly polarized, supply-chain
against supply-chain, the role of processes and
controls becomes a key success factor crucial to
survival.

the following functions: Accounting, Treasury,
Performance Reporting, Budgeting and Planning,
Financial and Cross Departmental Policies and
Processes, Managerial Information Systems, Cost
Control, Auditors Relations, Risk Management,
CFO – selection, roles and responsibilities
Audit Committee Relations, Investors Relations.
(Outside the Middle-East, the CFO often has a
“The world of a CFO has changed dramatically. It role of Executive Director, as a member of the
used to be about technical expertise. Now CFOs Board).
need to make strategic financial decisions in a
changing dynamic environment.” 1
Unfortunately, often, the role of the CFO translates
differently when comparing the job description to
Currently, CFOs have to be business savvy, and the de-facto “on the ground” role. This situation
able to add that strategic business angle to their occurs more frequently than is documented
respective companies. The selection of the CFO and is commonly associated with the frequent
has become as delicate and strategic as that of the frustrations experienced by the CFO. As their
CEO. A CFO with multi-industry practice could, shelf-lives are increasingly reducing, as witnessed
potentially, bring substantial innovation across in the past few years, CFOs have a very brief time
several aspects such as: Financing, Controls, Risk to make an impact on their companies. The race
Assessment, Business Development, and Strategic against the clock to establish the right set of
Planning. More importantly, a well-versed CFO can controls, while having to forge and break alliances
properly balance the Culture-Strategy-Control to accommodate the company’s interests, leaves
triangle to achieve optimal results, through the CFOs exposed to the many internal attacks.
custom-fitting the control environment. As Although often the board of directors are involved
businesses are changing at an ever faster pace, a in the selection of the CFO, this involvement often
thorough challenge of the status-quo is expected vanishes as soon as the CFO is on-boarded. Very
from each CFO. That includes bringing his set of little involvement and interest are manifested to
cross-industry experience to assess the situation accompany the integration, and the up-taking
from various perspectives.
of the function. Whether it is a new function
creation or a transition of an existing role, the
Depending on the company’s size and lifecycle CFO’s scope can be undermined, and stripped of
phase the function of the CFO and his expected effective controls and governance tools. As an
role and responsibility vary substantially. The illustration, a company seeking to cut costs might
size criteria for a company could be: Annual find itself in a situation where the CFO is trying to
Turnover, Assets, Net Profit, Dividends, Market influence certain savings in line with the strategy,
Valuation, Number of Employees, Location/ while other management colleagues are fixated
Branches. The lifecycle phase can be a start- on different objectives. Such a disagreement
up, emerging, stable cash-cow, regressing, could lead to conflict, obliging the CEO to step
restructuring entity. The role of the CFO can in, and find a middle ground. While compromise
be very vertical and narrow. Focusing only on may attenuate the conflict, it is not necessarily
overseeing the finance team’s booking activity, the optimal decision.
and reporting of financial statements. It could
also be very horizontal and broad. Encompassing Many times, the assumption is that the CFO
procurement, administration, HR, and IT. However, is actually in charge of cost controls, good
we frequently see present-day CFOs covering governance, and the establishment of processes,
1 Ilya

Strebulaev, Faculty Director, Stanford University
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while, in fact, his role and authority have been
compromised. This often goes undetected until a
major event reveals it to the board/shareholders,
albeit post-factor. As Benjamin Franklin once said
“Laws and sausages should never be watched in
the making”, it is because so much compromise
and messy proceedings take place when making
a law or a process. For this reason, it is a primary
duty of the board to ensure that there is a proper
procedure for establishing processes in the
company, and that the CFO has a sufficient level
of independence and clout to deliver it. This fact
cannot be over-emphasized, as it sits at the root
of major policy miscarriages.

the board that will foster behavioral weaknesses
or disregards an opaque holding structure. The
one-size-fits-all approach can be addressed by
ensuring the board’s involvement in setting the
policies and processes (P&P), and understanding
the underlying risks associated with it. Thus the
CFO should play a crucial role in building the
company’s P&P, and gain the board’s full support
and involvement to achieve this objective.

The CFO’s role needs to be empowered to ensure
sufficient independency to accomplish this task,
shielding it as much as possible from internal
pressure exercised by the management team.
Although it is crucial that the CFO is closely allied
The disappearance of key controls from the CFO’s to the CEO to achieve company objectives, one
role, cannot and should not be offset by additional would wonder to what extend should the board
reviews and audits from internal audit. The sanction this bond? In other words, the board must
proactive controls provided by the CFO do not ensure that the CFO and CEO remain proximate
just ensure governance and fraud avoidance, but though at a healthy distance. In reviewing historic
go beyond to safeguard and achieve competitive fraud cases, it was all too often discovered that
behavior.
the most damaging cases have involved collusion
at the top-level.
The CFO plays a crucial role in providing information
to the board. Any experienced executive will be This potential risk can be avoided by redefining
well aware that numbers could lead to a different the CFO’s role, applying certain measures to
conclusion based on how these numbers are ensure checks and balances. For instance, a simple
“sliced and diced.” Management is also well aware 30-minute private meeting between the CFO and
that the outcome of a presentation can sway the audit committee could precede the official
the board’s decision in one way or the other. The committee’s meeting. Such a private session, if it
combination of these two factors makes the role becomes a ritual preceding every meeting, could
of the CFO crucial to a company’s strategy and help the committee and the CFO align and discuss
governance framework. The board, particularly the several matters, anticipating issues and enabling
audit committee, is expected to fully understand the CFO to share concerns.
how the numbers are being produced, reviewed,
and commented upon.
Another measure would be to establish a “dotted”
reporting line for the CFO to the audit committee,
Among the 4 drivers contributing to fraud - pertaining to predefined matters only. The CFO
lacking or inadequate board involvement, opaque still reports to the CEO, but the “dotted line
holding structures, behavioral weaknesses, one- reporting” allows for an official channel, which
size-fits-all controls - lacking or inadequate board loops back into the board enabling proactive
involvement is, by far, the most dangerous, but decision making, rather than a reactive one, as
also the easiest to remedy. The 3 other drivers often seen in internal audit reports.
can be addressed by the board, with the proper
involvement of the audit committee or other board An additional measure to gain insights into the
body. In fact, it is the inadequate Involvement of company’s control environment, is to ensure
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that the chairman of the audit committee builds
a solid relationship with the CFO, similar to the
relationship established between the CEO and
chairman of the board. Furthermore, a simple
informal visit from directors to the company’s
premises, can often shed light on several control
issues, and help the board adjust its focus.
It is also important that the audit committee is
equipped with the right resources, such as the
presence of a CFO (or former CFO) among its
members. Currently, almost 100% of the S&P 500
companies have an independent CFO (or former
CFO) as chairman of its audit committee. This
has been mandated by the SEC to ensure proper
understanding and probing into the financial
machinery of the company. Being in charge
of financial governance, the audit committee
is normally the most active body on the board,
and represents the last line of defense before a
mishap occurs. The directors (or advisors) serving
on it, should be a proficient, well experienced in
corporate environments, capable of understanding
“how the sausage factory works”, and able to
detect issues and share it with the board.
There are several ways to enhance the audit
committee’s involvement without having to do
the job on behalf of the management team. While
remaining directors’ committee, it needs to be
aware of the key performance differentiators that
drive the company. Without stifling management,
the committee can request special reports
pertaining to certain activities, which could be
discussed further in the meetings. The fine
line between monitoring and executing must be
respected, avoiding personal opinions that could
distort the reality or sway the outcome into a
specific direction.

sophisticated, presenting a golden opportunity for
board members to align with the CFO on building
the appropriate control environment.
Finally, the collaborative work between the
internal audit and the CFO on the enterprise risk
management (ERM) task can be a great tool in
the hands of the board to oversee the control
environment. The role of the CFO here is to ensure
that risks have been identified and assessed, while
the internal audit can audit against these risks to
ensure proper management action. The job nature
of the CFO prepares him/her to oversee the ERM
function and to use it as an effective governance
tool. This tool, if it is closely monitored by the
board, can prove very effective in establishing a
balanced management team, and detect control
and governance problems.
In conclusion, the role of the CFO in corporate
governance, particularly in the control
environment, is crucial to the success of every
company. The board should be well aware of the
spectrum of tools and initiatives at its reach, to
properly use the CFO as a proactive governance
agent in the company.

Recently, Management Information Systems have
become inevitable in every company to ensure
successful results. The CFO is normally in charge of
these tools, and the board should ensure that he or
she is able to drive and champion these initiatives.
These tools are becoming more elaborate and
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CAN AUDIT COMMITTEES TAKE ON
NON-FINANCIAL RISK OVERSIGHT?

James E Barbour
Director, Policy Leadership, ICAS
This article explores the board’s role in overseeing
non-financial risk and examines whether audit
committees can take on non-financial risk
oversight and whether there is a risk that the
audit’s committee’s core work on financial risk
would be lost.
Recent events at Bell Pottinger and various
reported cyber-attacks (there are many more
not reported) have highlighted the range of nonfinancial risks to which modern day organisations
are exposed to on a daily basis. The Bell Pottinger
example serves to illustrate the importance of
an entity’s reputation and how quickly, given the
speed of modern day communication, this can be
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severely damaged. It also illustrates the importance
of the culture within an organisation and the
threat that an inappropriate culture presents. In
terms of mitigating cultural risk, there is a need
to ensure that directors and employees align
themselves with the mission, goals and values of
the organisation including behaving ethically.
The cyber risk is particularly prevalent in modern
day society – the global attack by a strain of
ransomware, “WannaCry” in May 2017, impacted
on the operational capabilities of various
organisations across the globe including the
National Health Service in the UK. Additionally,
the reliance by organisations on their IT systems
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exposes them to far more non-financial risks than
just cyber. When things go wrong, as happened to
BA earlier in 2017, this can have a major impact on
an entity and its customers. Ryanair’s recent flight
cancellation announcements further illustrate the
risks to which such entities are exposed. Pilots are
currently a key “off-balance” asset to airlines. This
may change in the future but currently having
pilots, whether employed or contracted, to fly
planes is an operational necessity of an airline.
An inability to make use of such key assets,
whether caused by error or by legal restrictions
e.g. a limitation on flying hours, presents a risk
to such businesses. Therefore, given the diversity
of non-financial risks, how do companies ensure
that there is appropriate oversight of such risks
including that appropriate safeguards are in place
to mitigate their impact and that the level of threat
is commensurate with an entity’s risk appetite?
The risks that companies face are both financial
and non-financial and increasingly the latter
category, though not new, appears to becoming
more prevalent and significant. Although, there
is no generally accepted definition of what
is a non-financial risk and indeed, what is a
financial risk, risks are commonly split into these
two categories. There is however a common
consensus that financial risks are those which
relate to the integrity of financial systems and
the related risk of presenting misleading financial
information. Furthermore, risks of a treasury
nature such as credit risk, exchange rate risk, and
market risk may also be viewed to be within scope.
Therefore, non-financial risks would be perceived
to be any risk other than a financial risk, thus
encompassing risks associated with compliance,
conduct, economic uncertainty, health and safety,
protection of intellectual property, operational,
political, reputational, strategic, and technological
et al.

of appropriate risk assessment systems and
processes to identify, manage and mitigate
the principal risks to the entity’s business. The
key, therefore, is to ensure that the board is
appropriately balanced i.e. it is composed of the
right individuals with the relevant skills, diversity,
experience, knowledge and competences and
that those individuals are utilised to best serve
the needs of the company. This balance is also
a dynamic concept and should naturally change
over time as the size, strategy and lifecycle of
the company changes – e.g. the current focus on
ensuring directors have or gain appropriate digital
skillsets is a good example of how the needs of a
board change over time. Both the directors and
senior management need to focus on not just
the short but also the longer term in relation to
risk management and internal controls which play
an important part of stewardship and are key to
ensuring the long-term viability of the business.
The board has to ensure that it covers all of the
bases when it comes to risk management, and
in many cases at least certain aspects of the
oversight of risk management will be delegated
to a board committee. The Board may also take
some confidence in situations where there are
specific management risk committees.
Audit committees

Just as with the size and composition of
boards, there is no one-size-fits-all-approach
to the oversight of risk. Traditionally, the audit
committee has generally been tasked by the
board with oversight of the risk management
function including an entity’s non-financial risks.
Despite this, in many instances the primary focus
of the audit committee has been the oversight
of financial risks as highlighted by the terms of
reference of various audit committees of listed
entities. This is also evidenced by the need in
certain jurisdictions for the audit committee
Regardless of the types of risk to which an entity to contain a member who has had recent and
is exposed, ultimately, an entity’s risk profile and relevant financial experience, highlighting the
risk appetite are owned by the board and it has importance of the “financial” expertise to the work
responsibility for overseeing the implementation of the committee. That said, the audit committee
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will also normally be responsible for the oversight
of an entity’s internal audit function the scope of
which will cover non-financial as well as financial
risks. Internal audit, however, in many instances
will not be the primary source of assurance over
non-financial risks like health and safety but will
rather provide an additional layer to that provided
by specialists. Companies may use Safety, Health
and Environment auditors (SHE) to visit plants
to check on compliance to company processes
and procedures etc and they will provide primary
assurance to the board. However, the board may
want further comfort that this assurance is fit for
purpose and might ask internal audit to review
the way the SHE audit function is run. Such an
approach illustrates how an audit committee can
take more responsibility for non-financial risk but
there are limits and if this role is significant it can
lead to the need for a different approach.
Separate risk committees
This need has been recognised by some
businesses, particularly larger and more complex
entities, possibly due to an increased awareness
of the entity’s exposure to risks, increased focus
by governance experts as well as a possible
concern that audit committees are not best
placed to broaden their remit. They have
responded by establishing a separate committee
or in some cases committees to look after
many non-financial risk-based matters. This
has been particularly prevalent in the aftermath
of the financial crisis as the importance of risk
management was clearly highlighted, particularly
in the financial services sector. Where a separate
risk or equivalent committee is established, this
should have responsibility for the company’s most
critical non-financial risks and risk management
capabilities. Naturally, the directors who form this
committee must have the appropriate skills and
competencies to provide effective oversight over
the risks falling within the committee’s scope. The
use of a risk committee encourages an integrated,
organisational-wide approach to the identification
and management of risk whilst also providing a
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stimulus in relation to the quality of the monitoring
of and reporting on, risk, for both management
and the board. Such an approach should help the
board focus on the entity’s overall position.
Having a separate risk committee also benefits
the audit committee and other board committees
by allowing them to focus on their respective
core responsibilities. However, where there are
separate committees looking after different
aspects of risk it is also essential to ensure that
nothing falls between the cracks i.e. there is a real
danger that the use of various committees can
result in a fragmented and silo-driven approach,
which can result in critical risks being omitted
from consideration. This risk can be mitigated by
having some degree of overlap of membership and
ensuing appropriate communication between the
committees involved e.g. the audit committee and
the risk committee. Furthermore, it is essential that
there is absolute clarity over the respective terms
of references, so that the board and committees
are clear who is responsible for what. It also
illustrates why it is essential that the risk oversight
approach should be carefully orchestrated at
the full board level as the board can’t delegate
responsibility for risk and the establishment of
committees does not detract from or diminish in
any way the collective responsibility of the board.
Board skills
How ever a board decides to proceed in organising
risk oversight, knowledge of the industry or an
adjacent one and its critical risks should be prerequisites for at least the majority of the board
and in certain sectors will be a necessity for all
board members. An effective induction process
will also help newly appointed directors get up to
speed with the business, its operations and the
risks it faces. Other skills are also important such
as an enquiring mind and a challenging mindset.
Where the audit committee has responsibility
for oversight of non-financial risks the need to
reskill the audit committee will first and foremost
depend on the need to reskill the board. This will
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depend on various factors such as the nature,
complexity, scale and reach of the business
and its operations; the skill sets of the current
audit committee members; and the perceived
key risks that the entity is currently subject
to and indeed, is likely to be subject to, in the
foreseeable future. Given the changing political
and societal landscape this of itself is leading to
change in board composition. Gender diversity
quotas for instance have been introduced in
certain jurisdictions to ensure that there are more
women on boards. Another current key factor is
the speed of technological advances including the
availability of big data and the related associated
risks of such. This presents a case to have an
expert on such matters on the board itself and
potentially someone from a younger generation to
ensure that appropriate consideration is given to
any demographic issues. That said there are other
ways to involve such individuals, possibly by them
serving on a specific management committee
or to have experts who are non-board members
sit on the audit committee. However, the latter
approach is not generally viewed favourably by UK
companies. This is partly due to confidentiality
reasons, collective responsibility and that any
such individuals would suffer from not having
access to the same level of information as board
members. Furthermore, consideration could be
given to increasing the size of a board. The more
board members, the easier it is to then allocate
such individuals to their respective committee(s).
However, having too large a board also creates its
own problems.

oversight of risk and risk management will evolve
over time as business reacts to the changes which
shape society, of which the impact of the 4th
Industrial Revolution will undoubtedly be one.

In conclusion, the overriding criterion to ensure
that a company can have an effective system for
the oversight of both financial and non-financial
risk is that the board must be appropriately
balanced. Ultimately, it will be a for each company
to determine the most appropriate governance
structure, including board and committee
composition, to meet the challenges that the
organisation faces. Investors should also play
their part by engaging on such matters with their
investees. Ultimately, a board’s composition, the
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BOARD COMPOSITION UNDERPINS
GOOD RISK MANAGEMENT

Johan Brand
Johan Brand Leadership Advisory
Is a Board at Risk by Being Comfortable with
Themselves?
This article is intended to stimulate a constructive
discussion around the boardroom table on
the value that independent board members
might bring. The approach of this article is not
academic, but rather it aims to provoke the reader
to think, question and act towards adding (more)
independent directors to the boards in the Gulf
region.

This is relevant as many companies in the
Gulf often have boards that comprise of nonexecutives who already know each other, which is
fully understandable from an historic perspective.
The vast majority of companies in this part of
the world originated as small family companies
where the founder was very much instrumental in
building the business. As many of them developed
into mid-size and larger companies, the founder
became chairman and a trusted family member
became the CEO. And that has worked very well
in many cases.
* www.johanbrand-la.com
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Several of these companies have developed and
expanded successfully into the second and third
generations. Some have become entrepreneurial
beacons in their respective markets and several
even beyond their home-markets.
As the size and scope of these businesses
expanded, their level of complexity multiplied. This
required investment in support systems, enabling
the generation of sufficient financial information
to run their businesses effectively.

heavily controlled by his board, might depart,
leaving the company leaderless for a while,
which is a serious risk to shareholder value and
sustainability of the company. As we know, it
takes precious time until a successor has been
integrated, fully up and running.

Moreover, if the group-think in the Board
translates into being and acting an operationallycontrolling board, it then effectively deprives the
board of the opportunity to discuss a relevant
Also, the realization emerged that management company strategy. In short, it denies itself of its
of these companies needed to be upgraded, with key purpose and its potential to deliver true added
better skilled people. Similarly, the leadership value, which in turn is a serious risk to the longneeded to elevate their competencies, specifically term sustainability of the company.
where it related to strategy, profitable results
orientation and building organizational capability. In the end, the same holds true for a board that
In the meantime, some companies set up boards has become too comfortable with itself. The
to provide oversight on behalf of the shareholders, discussions in these boards tend to be routine and
who themselves gradually became more remote follow certain rituals with regard to who speaks
from their business. Often these boards consisted up and to what extent. The agenda is standard
of trusted insiders such as family members, and, when probing deeper, it avoids the difficult
supplemented with well-known business leaders discussions. Often, this happens when board
from the same area. At that stage of development members know each other well and find it difficult
of these companies, their boards predominantly to challenge each other around the boardroom
had an operational mind-set.
table. In our GCC Region, a culturally engrained
respect for each other and especially for the
Often, this operationally driven mind-set led elderly plays an important part in this matter.
to a feeling of “control” over the business, This is understandable, but also risky in times of
which provides a certain level of comfort to the complexity and volatility.
shareholders. However, this control negatively
affects the chances to attract a highly competent VALUABLE INSIGHTS
CEO from outside. This is unfortunate, particularly
for companies which face growing complexities Over the many years in my leadership advisory
and increasing market volatility as they would positions, I have observed a large number of
require highly competent C-level leadership.
boards and business leaders, and I have had keen
interest specifically in observing their decisionIn other words, the opportunity cost of an making processes. I was able to do this from the
operationally-controlling insider board could position of being an objective ‘outsider’ to their
become very high. The board deprives itself of companies. It frequently struck me that, when
keeping the oversight that is required to ensure companies slowed down in their performance,
that the CEO is running the business well. This this was often coinciding with a limited decisionis the story of seeing the wood from the trees. making capability at board level. Either through
This could even seriously affect the effectiveness lack of relevant up-to-date knowledge on strategic
of its executive leadership: unfortunately, it often market developments, or by an inability to maintain
happens that a highly competent CEO, when open, constructive, challenging discussions around
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the boardroom table; incapable to deliver well on
strategy and oversight. Many boards seemed to
have been rather blocked by a rosy perception
that they “have all been CEOs and know how to
manage a business”, or by convictions such as “we
trust our CEO”, “our Chairman and CEO go well
together”, “we all know each other well” etc. These
are typical indicators for a high level of group-think.
Rather unfortunate and very costly, specifically in
those situations where companies moved through
periods of high risks, which repeatedly resulted in
sincere crises. The costly stories of the dot-com
bust, the financial crisis, the real-estate crisis and
their aftermaths are all well-known.
However, “never let a good crisis go to waste”. There
is high value to be obtained via actively learning
from these mistakes, and benefitting from their
insights. An important, and recurring, observation
in many mishaps, and repeatedly described by
a range of authors and consulting firms, is that
these boards did not function at their best. The
quality of the discussions around the boardroom
table had been quite limited, and with it, the
capability to take right decisions when they were
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needed most. Repeatedly, a certain level of group
think prevented to entertain truly challenging
discussions; causing huge losses in shareholder
value and negative impact on the sustainability of
their company. Often, these boards had a lack of
truly independent directors, a lack of a relevant
mix of skills and lack of diversity in backgrounds.
Specifically considering our GCC region now, as
mentioned above, we usually see boards being
comprised of non-executives who already know
each other. While this is helpful on the important
angle of trust, it might effectively limit the
quality and depth of the discussion around the
boardroom table. This might lead to group think, a
limited decision-making capability and a tendency
to discuss what is already known; and hence, often
a tendency to dwell in operational control. These
days, I hear more and more investors, executives
and also Board members indicating that this
operational control is not the most effective way
to operate as a Board. Effectively, the current
modus operandi by many of these Boards might
be a source of serious risk to the sustainability
of their company, with a negative impact on
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shareholder value as well. Nevertheless, it seems a
modus operandi that is still very much prevalent,
and somehow well-accepted, in the GCC region.
Although there is growing recognition that boards
would benefit from alternative points of view, a
well-considered mix of skill sets in the boardroom
and more diversity, yet this recognition has not
been translated into practice in this part of the
world. For many boards, and for their shareholders
who vote for them, it seems quite difficult
to embrace the idea of adding well-qualified
independent board members, who would be able
to voice the alternative points of view, and to bring
relevant skills and diversity as well. Have these
boards become too comfortable with themselves?
Are they still able to deliver the best corporate
governance that they ought to deliver?
GETTING INTO ACTION
How could a shift in this modus operandi be
stimulated? How could boards and shareholders
be encouraged to be more open to the idea
of nominating “outsider” independent board
members instead of nominating another nonexecutive whom they already know, or nominating
another representative from a major shareholder.
In my experience, asking open questions triggers
constructive dialogues. The same is true when
tackling this important but sometimes sensitive
topic. The prevalent practice of sharing and
lecturing best practices from other markets is
insightful, but a more active interaction, triggered
by skillful questioning, does actively stimulate
an internalized desire for attracting independent
outsider board members.

the answers and their consequences starts to
occur. Then, one does start to objectively question
the status and effectiveness of the modus
operandi of their current board; this could even
lead to a multi-dimensional discussion on the
need for an objective board effectiveness review.
But often it exposes the true need for the added
value that knowledgeable outside independent
board directors would bring to the boardroom
table. This holds true for family companies, stocklisted companies, but also government related
companies alike. Essentially, they all will benefit
from enhancing the quality of the boardroom
discussion; and thereby, the quality of boardroom
decision making.
To provide the reader of this article with something
to work with already, I will share some effective
questions here. The first series starts very basic,
such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the role of the board?
Which capabilities do you need to be able to
fulfill your role as a board?
To what extent do you have these capabilities
around the boardroom table?
How relevant are these capabilities now?
How relevant will these capabilities be in the
future?
Are you satisfied how you function as a board?
Why? Based on what?

More probing questions that dig a level deeper
are:
•
•

The approach that I would advocate, is to start
with asking specific and deliberate questions, •
aimed at helping to increase awareness on the
topic. Sometimes, these questions might feel •
somewhat provocative, but that is when the
discussion opens up. No awareness, no action; it •
is that simple.

What are your objectives for the board?
How would you characterize the discussions
around the boardroom table?
Are you able to openly discuss a difficult topic?
From various angles?
To what extent do you openly ask questions
about what you do not yet know?
How much in-depth do you really discuss the
risks that your company might encounter?

Once awareness is there, real critical thinking on
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Even more provocative would be to ask:
• How comfortable are you with each other in
the board?
• How does ‘being comfortable’ impact the
quality of your corporate governance?
• How big of a risk is that to the company?
• Can you afford this risk? Why?
• What should an independent board member
add to the capability of your board?
• Where would this have most impact on your
performance as a board?
When it comes to the point that adding outside,
knowledgeable, independent board members is
being considered, then the nomination committee
should work on the required profile. In the write-up
of the profile, the nomination committee should
be very specific on what the role of the to-beattracted independent board member should be.
From that perspective, they should formulate the
required background, experience, knowledge, skills,
competencies and personality that they will seek
in candidates for this important role. This profile
write-up is highly significant: it not only functions
as an outline to compare relevant candidates with,
but also functions as an internal contract on what
has been agreed to when adding new member
to the board. Often, the nomination committee
would benefit from the professional support of
a subject matter expert, who would guide them
through this important process.
Once the right candidate for the board position
has been selected, a dedicated induction program
for this new director should ensure he/she quickly
becomes knowledgeable on the history, status
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and outlook for the company. This would include
meeting the leadership, as far as relevant for
proper functioning as a board director.
GOING FORWARD
The aim of this article is to contribute to
stimulating a discussion on the considerations
for adding independent board members to boards
for a range of companies in the GCC region - not
only for family-owned companies, but also for
stock-listed and government-related companies.
In current times of rapidly growing complexity
for the company and increasing volatility in the
markets, they all would benefit from avoiding
group-think and enhancing the quality of the
discussions around the boardroom table. They
all would benefit from considering bringing more
independent ‘outside’ board members into their
boards: ‘outsiders’ who would be able to ask
questions about the unknown, about the factors
that might drive risk and sustainability for these
companies. Further strengthening these boards
with more diversity in their membership, and with
a well-considered mix of skills would elevate the
quality of their decision-making processes even
further. When handled with the right level of
professional care and guidance, these processes
would contribute to reduce risk, and enhance
shareholder value and long-term sustainability of
the company.
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Hawkamah provides advisory
services on various aspects of
Corporate Governance for
companies across the MENA
Region.

www.hawkamah.org

Our Services include:
Governance Assessments
Development of Governance Codes &
Frameworks
Customized Training and Workshops
Director Development Program
Company Secretary Workshop
Board Briefings
Board Evaluations
Policy and Research
Bank Governance

RISK MANAGERS AND THE
MANAGEMENT OF RISK

Horst Simon
Director, Strong Advice
Why Risk Culture Building should be the most takes years to establish that with the public, it can
important item on the Board Agenda
be lost in a moment through failures caused by
break-downs in ethics, values, and bad behaviours.
The Boards of Directors of organisations continue Poor cultural fundamentals and significant people
to face increasing accountability for ensuring risk failures were major drivers of the financial
their organisations are effectively managing risk. crisis, and continue to be factors in the scandals
Yet, despite improvements in risk identification, since then, aggravated by staff with questionable
reporting, and strategic risk management conduct and values.
initiatives, regulators, rating agencies and
shareholders still question whether they are truly Organisations continue to feel the pressure:
engaging in the right ways on the top risks that increased regulatory attention, a sharper focus
could bring down an individual organisation or of shareholder value and better customer service
have a broader systemic impact.
expectations. Add to this, an ever more competitive
and closely scrutinized market place where those
Successful organisations rely on trust; and while it who are not good at risk management are being
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exploited by those who are better in a race for
much needed transformational change and often
a rush for profits.
Consultants and business strategists responded
by coaching us into centralisation. Then came
outsourcing, the process where we moved work
away to get it done cheaper and we never built
effective risk management structures to manage
decision-making that is now even further removed
from where business is done.

many are still stuck there, thinking that models
can control and mitigate risk.
Risk reporting, control and treatment:
How wrong did we get red, amber, green! Now
everybody wants every risk to be green, because
green is good. Green on a risk report is perceived
to mean “do nothing”, but that is the quickest way
for those risks to shoot to red. Then we get to
amber, what a nice place to be- all risks are under
control and we choose to overlook the fact that
those controls might not be efficient or can be
completely ineffective.

Yet business is done where the customers are and
that is where the management of risk must be
done. People risk is the biggest risk, because all DANGER ZONE - those risks in the red zone,
problems go back to people in the end.
the bad zone. The red zone is where you make
the most money, but it is also the place that
All of these changes also drove the mindset that requires the most effort in risk control. For as long
risk management is all about “defense” instead of as red is perceived as bad we will be stuck with
optimisation—taking more risk for more reward. average risk management effort (amber) or no
risk management effort (green). So, the red zone
In many organisations, the centralised risk is the best zone with the biggest returns—if you
management function developed into a factory are prepared to put in the effort to manage and
with the sole purpose of collecting historic data optimise risk.
and turning that into risk dashboards and risk
reports, most of which are too old and useless We already know that the effectiveness of your
by the time they reach those who need to make risk management process is not linked to the size
decisions based on that information.
of your risk register. Similarly, it is also not linked to
the thickness of your executive risk report. People
These factories also operate in silos, even within Risk is the most vital component of modern day
the financial and non-financial aspects of risk risk management and those organisations that
management in the same organisation and are are not good at this; or ignoring it, stand to be
mostly seen as cost centres, places not required exploited by those who are. How much time
to add any commercial value to the bottom-line. and effort will we spend to attempt to predict
human behaviour and human error in risk-taking
Let us look at Risk Identification: we tried situations? The results will remain distorted views
in many ways to identify all the risks—until a of the situations, behind every loss there is a
volcano sneezed and we realized that we have not; person, even if he/she was just not performing
and can never, identify all the risks. Let us accept a routine check. Risky stars with hero status are
that and move on. The size of your risk register taking many companies to zero status.
is not related to, nor is it an indication of the
effectiveness of your risk management process. Trying to set standards and benchmarks in
people risk is just subjective juggling- it cannot
Next, we get to Risk Assessment and Analysis: be done. People risk is incalculable and in this
Those who thought they were good at risk wide open psychological mind space it is best
identification moved on to quantification. Sadly, to start by working on the mitigation of people
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risk. This is where the value lies, do not focus on
efforts to quantify the level of people risk in your
organisation, accept that it is too high and move
on to build an effective mitigation strategy and an
effective risk culture.
The Human Factor is the weakest link in the
management of risk and as organisations continue
to push through their own cultural change
programs aimed at instilling better behaviours,
something that many risk practitioners attribute to
the failings that led to the financial crisis, the role
of risk in helping to embed the right approaches
within the business seems to be gaining traction.
There will always be people risk and some bad
outcomes, but it’s got to be controlled and
managed to within a risk appetite level that you’re
comfortable with; and that is consistent with the
performance and reputation that the bank would
like to achieve.

the best quantitative models cannot predict the
result of misguided behaviour.
We know that any firm’s risk culture evolves over
a long period. You can’t just flick a switch to make
it go from one culture to another. “Carrots and
sticks” also have limited success and often any
of these just add to a bad situation of mistrust
and frustration. Risk managers should avoid “onesize-fits-all “thinking and solutions and use their
experience and foresight to exercise judgement
as to which areas they should be focusing their
attention.
All employees should learn basic risk management
skills and the relevant risk competencies must
be built into the organisation’s competency
framework. Skills gaps must be identified and
structured training programs implemented to
upskill staff.

Building an effective Risk Culture; making every
Risk Management does not operate in isolation employee a risk manager, will support executives
but rather is an enabler of the management to deal effectively with uncertainty and associated
process. Over the past decade, risk management risk and opportunity to achieve sustainable
became more about quantitative models and less competitive advantage.
about behavioural models. Unfortunately, as we
discovered during the global financial crisis, even
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THE ROLE OF THE
CORPORATE SECRETARY
IN CONTROL ENVIRONMENT

Alison Dillon Kibirige
Managing Director, AMDK Consultancy & Training Services
Best practice provides that the board has
responsibility for ensuring that an organisation
has an effective system of internal control. As
the primary facilitator for the board the corporate
secretary therefore has an important role to play
in ensuring that the board is able to confirm
that the internal control system is effective.
The type of role will differ from organisation to
organisation. This article describes the different
roles that may be conducted within this area by
corporate secretaries.

the organisation. This will enable the corporate
secretary to act as an advisor to both the board
and management on all aspects of governance
including risk management and internal controls.

The corporate secretary usually has responsibility
for making the board aware of its responsibilities
for ensuring that the organisation has an effective
system of internal control. In particular at the
board meeting considering the annual report and
accounts under International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS), the corporate secretary would
The modern day corporate secretary should be typically remind board members of the statements
the organisation’s governance professional and within the report and accounts which they were
as such should hold a senior position within confirming and any potential duties or liabilities
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they may have with regard to them. For example,
board members are required to confirm in the
‘Statement of Directors Responsibilities’ that
there is an effective system of internal control and
that their organisation is a going concern for at
least a year from the date of the document.
The corporate secretary is often in the best
position to advise the board on the governance
risks of the organisation. This can include risks
to the reputation of the organisation caused
by decisions and actions taken by the board or
the board’s inaction. All of these risks should be
assessed, mitigated wherever possible and the
effectiveness of the mitigation evaluated by the
board from time to time. The corporate secretary
can carry out this role and present the risks to the
board or they can ensure that these risks form
part of the risks being managed and reported on
by management.

The corporate secretary is usually the person who
drafts the first draft of the agenda for a board
meeting and discusses it with senior management
and then with the Chairman who would normally
approve it. The corporate secretary should then
ensure that the following items are on the agenda
of either the main board or of the relevant board
committee:
•

The approval of the organisations internal
control policies and framework. This would
include:
1.
risk management
2.
key financial, operational and compliance
controls
3.
procurement and recruitment
•
•

The approval of the organisation’s risk appetite
Reports from management on the
implementation and effectiveness of the
policies and framework
Reports providing assurance from Internal
and External Auditors and Compliance
officers on the effectiveness of management’s
implementation
Reports from Internal Audit on suspected
non-compliance or ineffectiveness of policies
and frameworks
Information on the key risks facing the
organisation and how they have been managed
effectively
Evaluation of the risk management system
which should occur at least annually

The corporate secretary may also be called upon
to assist the board with its assessment of the
effectiveness of the risk management system
and internal controls. As part of preparing for
board meetings the corporate secretary may be
required to collect information and reports from
management and internal audit on the compliance
with operational policies approved by the board
and on the effectiveness of the risk management
process and the internal control system. In some
organisation’s the corporate secretary may be
requested by the board to:

•

•

The corporate secretary as part of the preparation
for a board meeting receives all of the papers for
that meeting. A template for board papers should
have been created which includes a section on
risk. Management should be requested to describe
within this section the risks associated with doing
or not doing the proposed item.

•

Draft or review statements in company reports
such as the annual report and accounts which
set out the organisation’s attitude towards
risk and the management of risks.
Collate information from management and
other staff within the organisation supporting
the board’s assessment that the system
of internal control is effective. This can
include individual certifications by staff and
management that they have complied with
all of the policies within the organisation that
apply to them.
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•
•
•

The corporate secretary due to their knowledge
of governance and board activities would usually
work closely with the internal and external
auditors and the compliance officer. In the UAE,
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some corporate secretaries have been asked to
head up the internal control department which
is required for listed companies by the Securities
and Commodities Authority (SCA).
A major role for corporate secretaries is often in
advising the board on the establishment of the audit
and risk committees. The size of the organisation
and the sector the organisation is operating within
would determine whether audit and risk is dealt
with in the same board committee or whether
two separate committees are established. Once
established the corporate secretary would act as
secretary to the committee(s) ensuring that:
•
•

•

The committee(s) had terms of reference
The committee(s) followed the terms of
reference by developing along with the Chair
of the Committee(s) an annual plan setting
out the work of the Committee(s) at each of
their meetings
Agendas are drafted for each meeting
reflecting the annual plan. Where there is a
combined committee the corporate secretary
should ensure that the agenda alternates
between risk and audit items being first on
the agenda. The items should also be split
between those relating to audit and those
relating to risk. Example agenda items:

- Annual financial statements and interim financial
statements
- Evaluation of performance of external auditors
- Assessment of external auditor independence
including the amount and type of non-audit work
Risk
- Recommending for approval risk policy and
manual and any subsequent changes to them.
- Recommendations on the risk appetite and risk
tolerance of the organisation
- Key risk dashboard and annual deep dive
evaluation of risk within the organisation.
- Review of statements by the organisation on
their risk appetite and risk management
• Papers are collated, reviewed and distributed
to members of the committee(s). The corporate
secretary may be asked to write papers on areas
such as:
The independence of the external auditor and
the amount of non-audit work to be carried out
by the external auditor.
Areas of risk and how it should be managed
•

Audit
- Review of performance against internal audit •
annual plan for the year
- Review of internal audit reports on areas within
annual plan and also requested investigations to
ensure effective internal control system
- Reviewing the annual audit of risk management
process. An organisation should ensure that •
internal audit do not become part of the risk
process. If they do they will not be able to audit it.
Their responsibility is to provide assurance to the
board that the process is effective by auditing it.
- Recommending for approval accounting policies
and finance manuals and any subsequent changes •
to them
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The committee(s) follows their procedures
and governance best practice. Advice should
be provided to the chair of the committee(s)
where this is not happening.
A report is written for the chair of the
committee(s) of the recommendations to the
board for approval. This is usually written by
the corporate secretary especially where the
time difference between the committee(s)
meeting and the board meeting is very short.
Minutes of the meeting are drafted and that a
list of actions from the meeting is developed
and monitored. Feedback should be given at
the next meeting, usually by the corporate
secretary on actions from the previous
meetings.
An evaluation of the effectiveness of the
committee was carried out at least once every
three years.
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The corporate secretary could also be asked to
manage on behalf of the board the process for the
production of the annual report and accounts. This
would include collation and in some cases drafting
sections of the annual report and accounts.
The corporate secretary would also oversee the
verification of the information within the annual
report and accounts and also other documents
communicating information to the outside world.
Finally the corporate secretary may be required to
advise the board on business continuity, that is
the long-term sustainability of the organisation.
They may be called upon to draft the business
continuity plan which will incorporate several
disaster recovery plans for instance concerning
information technology and/or to communicate
parts of the plan to the organisation’s stakeholders
both internally and externally. The corporate
secretary is usually best placed to carry out this
role due to the interaction and relationships
they have with those contributing to the plan or
needing to know about it.
In conclusion, the corporate secretary being the
person ensuring good governance within an
organisation has an important role to play in
strengthening the control environment by:
1. Linking the various people, structures and
processes within the control environment
into a strong culture of control and risk
management; and
2. Ensuring that the various structures and
processes within the control environment are
integrated effectively in the overall workflow
and decision-making processes of the Board.
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AUDITING IT GOVERNANCE

Osman Azab
Deputy General Manager, Arab African International Bank
IT Governance is an integral part of enterprise
governance. As a subset discipline of corporate
governance, it focuses on information technology
(IT) systems and their performance as well as
risk management. It allows an organization to
measure the success of the company’s business
needs being served by IT activities. Over time, the
focus of IT has shifted from being an enabler of
an organization’s strategy to an integral part of
an organization’s overall strategy. Today, a great
emphasis is placed on the strategic alignment
between an organization’s information technology
and business objectives. It has also been
recognized that IT plays a pivotal role in improving
governance practices as business processes are
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increasingly automated thus directors rely on
information provided by these IT systems for their
decision making. Ultimately the Board of Directors
is responsible for ensuring that IT, along with
other critical activities, is adequately governed.
It is argued that firms with above average IT
governance have more than 20% higher profits
than firms with lower IT governance. Governance
ensures greater alignment of IT functionality with
business needs. The most commonly experienced
outcomes of implementing governance are
improvements in management of IT-related risk
reduce cost and enhance relationships between
business and IT. Governance can also help to
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transition IT’s role to a more proactive one. This
can be done through the use of mechanisms such
as governance boards/committees, an appropriate
organization structure encompassing roles for
managing business relationships and standardized
processes to effectively bridge the business
demand with the IT supply. IT governance offers
opportunities for IT to play a more proactive role.
The framework to assess IT Governance

c) Do they have a benchmark to relate to, or
quality standards to adhere to?
d) Do they have a risk management mechanism in
place in order to determine, measure and treat the
surrounding risks?
Finally, the third concern relates to measure
benefits realization can be done through answering
the following questions:

A basic assessment of IT governance within a
company will mainly focus on verifying that IT is
doing the right things, in the right ways and that
the company is getting the expected results out
of it.

a) Are the stated benefits to the business
achieved after concluding the activities? Does the
company generate business value from IT related
investments? Although many enterprises today
conduct return on investment (ROI) analysis of
new IT projects and sometimes incorporate the
Addressing the first aspect, i.e., whether IT is total cost of ownership (TCO) calculation into
doing the right things, requires making sure that: the business case that they present to the board
of directors for approval, only around 25 percent
a) IT activities are aligned with enterprise of enterprises conduct ROI analysis after the
objectives
completion of a project. However, ROI and TCO
are not the only criterion for approving IT projects;
b) IT initiatives are prioritized in order to achieve they are only two of the many considerations in
enterprise goals
the decision-making process.
c) Proper policies and procedures are in place to b) Does the company optimize its IT resources to
support IT activities
maintain quality information for the business?
d) The right committees to help in steering IT c) Did the company achieve operational excellence
initiatives are in place.
through reliable and efficient application of
technology? How can it benchmark performance?
Addressing the 2nd item should be through
answering the following questions;
d) Does the company keep IT risks at an acceptable
level?
a) What frameworks are the executives using to
reference their activities
e) Did the company optimize the cost of IT
services and technology?
b) How are they measuring their performance
(KPI’s key performance indicators or BSC’S
balanced score cards), due to the pace and The above mentioned points and questions
dependencies on IT a lack of enterprise control determine the level of IT governance.
is resulted; therefore, enterprises use key
performance indicators (KPIs) to measure the
performance of IT service delivery.
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How to audit IT Governance

• Step 2 Data gathering—collecting required
information about the governance practices,
An audit on IT governance should deliver which may include; policies, procedures, roles,
diagnostics on:
responsibilities, risk management practices,
capacity planning, training, project management,
a) Incomplete, inaccurate or inconsistent policies, performance
management
and
vendor
procedures and processes
management.
b) Gaps in governance practices against an
acceptable
framework

• Step 3 test controls—determine what controls
are applied to assure proper governance, using
for example (COBIT) control objectives to test
c) Changes to processes, revisions to existing whether controls are efficient and effective.
policies or areas where new policies are required
This information should provide a better • Step 4 Audit results and recommendations—
understanding of what governance issues exist detailing audit findings based on the weakness
in the organization and the actions required to identified through testing controls, measuring its
achieve an appropriate level of governance.
associated risks and assessing impact, then make
Audit Methodology proposes five steps for the recommendations to key stakeholders from IT, the
audit of governance, which can be summarized as business and management.
follows:
• Step 5 Audit reporting—Summarize key risk
• Step 1 Audit preparation—Prepare in advance audit findings and recommendations to top
to make the audit process smoother and less time management accompanied by agreed upon
intensive, this may include; estimating resources, resolutions from stakeholders from IT, the
preparing requirements, designing tests, and business and management.
selecting applied controls.
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Board level IT Governance
The Board of Directors is ultimately accountable
for strategic decision-making and control in
organizations and thus playing a vital role in IT
Governance. However, the potential impact of IT
on the enterprise is still not fully recognized by
many boards and hence does not reach the level
of attention on their agenda. Boards should not
look at the technical details of IT but rather on
how IT enables business transformations and
business risks.

Risk Management, addressing the IT related
business risks and in a way that does not hinder
innovation. The Human capital Management of
IT resources optimizing IT related knowledge and
sourcing and the performance management of
the critical IT processes that run the organization
monitoring IT enabled investment and service
delivery.

The board should engage actively in IT governance.
Due to the high importance of the impact on the
The organization must assess the current IT overall business IT related topics should be on the
governance practices and the effectiveness and board’s agenda permanently.
maturity level by also integrating the assurance
areas into the board agenda ensuring a sound IT Boards need to establish an understanding of
Governance.
the role of IT within their organization. Boards
firstly need to understand and determine the
The Board level IT governance is subject of significance as well as the specific role which IT
many research papers which identify the role plays within and for the business.
of the Board and the key areas on enterprise IT
governance.
According to the outcome of the role that IT plays
within the organization, an appropriate governance
First, to ensure effective IT Governance boards structure needs to be established by the board.
need to assure the strategic alignment of Within establishing this governance structure
information technology with the business. Value boards need to think of appointing members
generation or delivery needs to happen by the with appropriate IT expertise or alternatively
information technology assets for the benefit of establishing a separate IT committee for the IT
stakeholders. This is reachable by concentrating strategy and oversight.
on optimizing expenses and providing the value
of IT, with the Protection of Information as a
strategic asset.
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